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Abstract-The derivation and theoretical evaluation of new wideband
maximum likelihood strategies for the estimation of blood velocity using
acoustic signals are presented. A model for the received signal from
blood scatterers, using a train of short wideband pulses, is described.
Evaluation of the autocorrelation of the signal based on this model
shows that the magnitude, periodicity and phase of the autocorrelation
are affected by the mean scatterer velocity, and the presence of a ve-
locity spread target. New velocity estimators are then derived that ex-
ploit the effect of the scatterer velocity on both the signal delay and the
shift in frequency. The wideband range spread estimator is derived
using a statistical model of the target. Based on the point target as-
sumption, a simpler wideband maximum likelihood estimator is also
obtained. These new estimation strategies are analyzed for their local
and global performance. Evaluation of the Cramer-Rao bound shows
that the bound on the estimator variance is reduced using these esti-
mators, in comparison with narrowband strategies. In order to study
global accuracy, the expected estimator output is evaluated, and it is
determined that the width of the mainlobe is reduced. In addition, it
is shown that the height of subsidiary velocity peaks is reduced through
the use of these new estimators.
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Likelihood function of velocity v.
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NOMENCLATURE

Scattering amplitude of the ith scatterer.
Beam vessel angle.
Lateral beam weighting. a function of radial

position and time.
Axial velocity of scatterers under the SFPT

assumption.
Acoustic propagation velocity.
Delay used in the estimator structure.
Two way travel time to the center of the

target.
Expected value.
Energy in the returned signal. defined by

(50).
Filtered transmitted energy in a single

envelope s' ( ).
Fourier transform operator.
=2lT/c.
Linear filter defined in (5).
Linear filter which models the effect of

intervening and scattering media.

I. INTRODUCTION

N EW MAXIMUM likelihood estimation strategies for blood
velocity, using acoustic signals of high fractional band-

width and based on a model that describes the spread nature of
the target are presented. These processing strategies utilize both
the change in scatterer position and the change in frequency of
the retumed signal. This approach leads to improvements in
performance that can be shown through improved local and
global accuracy of the estimator.

The utilization of the change in scatterer position and the
change in the frequency of the returned signal provides a the-
oretical link between previous analysis of the Doppler shift of
the returned signal (1]-(4] and recent research into the use of
time-domain correlation for velocity estimation (5]-(8).
Through this theoretical link, we show that the local accuracy
is improved using the new joint strategy, in comparison with

previous approaches.
In blood velocity estimation the goal is to measure the veloc-

ity distribution within the smallest region possible and to repeat
this measurement quickly and accurately over the entire region
of interest. Therefore, as in other estimation problems, the joint
optimization of spatial, velocity and temporal resolution is crit-
ical. In this new strategy, periodic wideband signals are trans-
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mitted and small volumes are illuminated. Using the new esti-
mators. we will show that these volumes can be tracked. each
for an interval that can be independently optimized. Thus. using
these estimators. appropriate signal processing parameters can
be determined for each region of the scattering medium. utiliz-
ing the local velocity distribution. Optimal parameters for these
estimation strategies are discussed.

The evaluation of the performance of these estimators leads
to several new results. We first examine the local accuracy by
the use of the Cramer-Rao bound and find a new form of the
variance. The study of global accuracy requires a generalization
of the ambiguity function that allows for the wideband illumi-
nation of a spread target. With the selection of appropriate op-
erating parameters. the new wideband maximum likelihood
estimators are shown to be superior to current strategies in vari-
ance or local accuracy. in velocity resolution. and in diminished
subsidiary velocity peaks.

The theoretical conclusions of this paper are verified with ex-
perimental data in Part II [19]. In addition. using these esti-
mators. we demonstrate that the spatial-velocity profile can be
estimated across the vessel.

velope is also included. The slowly fluctuating point target
(SFPT) model, utilized in most previous research, is used for
comparison.

The general estimator for a spread target and a simpler form
based upon the point target approximation are derived in Sec-
tion IV using the maximum likelihood approach. The consid-
eration of the range spread nature of the target increases the
complexity of the estimator but is shown to improve the esti-
mator performance. The resulting strategy is referred to as the
wideband range spread maximum likelihood estimator. In ad-
dition, a simpler estimator based upon the SFPT approximation
is proposed and referred to as the wideband point maximum
likelihood estimator. The term wideband MLE (WMLE) is used
to refer to the common properties of both estimators. Although
the use of a wideband signal reduces the sample volume size
and therefore the spread of velocity components illuminated, in
some cases the illuminated target remains velocity spread. Using
the new strategies, the velocity distribution and its moments can
be estimated for each spatial region in the vessel.

The performance of these estimators is then considered. The
local accuracy is evaluated in Section V using the Cramer-Rao
bound. Finally, the global accuracy is considered in Section VI
through the evaluation of the width of the mainlobe and the
height of subsidiary velocity peaks.

A. Previous Strategies

Most previous theoretical discussion of blood velocity esti-
mation has assumed a narrowband transmitted signal, which
leads to the approximation of the returned signal as a frequency
shifted version of the transmitted signal. Although this approx-
imation simplifies analysis, it discards valuable information in
the envelope of the signal. In addition, narrowband signal trans-
mission combined with a narrowband estimation strategy pro-
duces resolution limitations. Using a narrowband estimation
strategy, the limit on the velocity resolution is determined by
the transit time of individual scatterers moving through the sam-
ple volume, which is frequently constrained by the axial pulse
length [3J. Since the axial pulse length is determined by the
narrowband transmitted signal, the axial spatial resolution is
identical in all axial regions, and therefore the spatial-velocity
resolution product will depend on the transit time of each group
of scatterers, and thus on their velocity. This product is not
generally optimized for the velocity of the scatterers and cannot
be optimized for multiple velocity components encountered in
individual axial regions. In addition, signal and thus velocity
aliasing is a frequent problem.

Other recent research in the area of blood velocity estimation
has included time shift correlation, and it has been shown that
the delay of the returned signal can be used to estimate the ve-
locity of the scatterers. The estimation strategies used within
this paper incorporate information in both the delay and phase
of the signal which independently form the bases of previous

strategies.

B. Organization

Our paper is organized as follows. In order to develop wide-
band estimation strategies. a model is developed which de-
scribes the returned signal from wideband illumination of a
range and velocity spread target. frequently referred to as a dou-
bly spread target. The model and statistics for the received sig-
nal are presented in Sections II and III. This model describes
the received signal from a moving group of scatterers for a
transmitted signal that consists of a periodic series of shon
wideband pulses. Since the true scattering medium in blood is
distributed in range and velocity and the transmitted pulse has
a finite dimension, the effect of the medium on the pulse en-

II. MODEL FOR THE RECEIVED SIGNAL FROM A TARGET

We utilize a model for the received signal resulting from il-
lumination of the target with a signal of significant fractional
bandwidth. The model used in this analysis is similar to the
model described by Atkinson [2], but differs due to the trans-
mission of a periodic signal of significant fractional bandwidth.
This model is derived in detail in Ferrara [10] and has the im-
portant feature that both the period of the envelope and the cen-
ter frequency of the returned signal contain information
concerning the velocity of the target, and can be used in veloc-
ity estimation.

In this strategy, the pulse repetition period T is much longer
than the pulse duration. and the compression or expansion of
the individual envelope can be ignored. Under this constraint.
the effect of the scatterer velocity on the envelope is approxi-
mated by a change in the pulse repetition period, and this change
is proportional to the axial component of the velocity of the
scatterer.

The model for the blood scattering medium requires specific
statistical assumptions in order to describe random amplitude
variations in the returned signal. The scattering elements are
assumed to consist of small aggregates of red blood cells with
random aggregate size. The position of the ith scatterer at time
t = 0, is also considered to be random, with a uniform distri-
bution in a scattering medium which is large with respect to the
sample volume. The amplitude of the summed returned signal
from all scatterers is assumed to display a Gaussian distribu-
tion. The movement of the scatterers is considered to be a de-
terministic function of scatterer position.

Let us now define the coordinate systems to be used in this
analysis. As shown in Fig. I, two cylindrical coordinate sys-
tems are defined. One system describes the ultrasonic beam, the
other system describes the vessel. For the vessel coordinate sys-
tem, Z, F, and cI> represent the cylindrical coordinates. For the
beam coordinate system, z. r, and ip represent the cylindrical
coordinates. The origins of the beam and vessel coordinate sys-
tem are offset by a distance cd' /2 along the z axis. The angle
between the axes z, and z is given by a.
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TRANSDUCER the received signal described previously and additive noise. This
bandpass Gaussian noise is modeled as white over the received
bandwidth.

In (2), it is assumed that the axial target size is constrained
such that 0 < (2zfc) < T for all z. Therefore, the received
signal during any interval represents the return from the pulse
launched during the same interval. Simplifications of the model
in (2) are presented in Appendix A. These simplified models
are used in the derivation of the maximum likelihood esti-
mators.

III. STATISTICS OF THE RECEIVED SIGNAL

The evaluation of the statistics of the received signal is im-
portant for two reasons. First, the total received signal can be
modeled as a Gaussian random process and is therefore com-
pletely specified by its mean and autocovariance. In this case,
the effect of the scatterer velocity on the statistics of the re-
ceived signal can be determined analytically. It will be shown
that the mean velocity and the presence of multiple velocity
components affect the envelope and phase of the autocovari-
ance. Second, in order to derive the maximum likelihood esti-
mator for the velocity, which is carried out in the next section,
the autocovariance of the received signal must be evaluated.

In order to evaluate the mean and autocovariance of the ran-
dom process, we must make some assumptions on the statistical
models. We assume that the scatterers are identically distrib-
uted and that the lateral beam weighting is approximately zero
at a radius R'. We also assume that the distribution of Zi is uni-
formover[c' d'/2 -M,c' d'/2 + M], whereMisadis-
tance which is much larger than the axial sample volume size.
The term exp [jUZi ] in (2) thus represents a random phase that
is uniformly distributed over [0,211']. The process is obviously
nonstationary. It is easily shown that the 8 [r' (t)] = 0 because

of the uniform distribution of the phase.
The statistics of r' (t) can then be completely specified by the

autocorrelation. The derivation of the autocorrelation follows
the theory developed in statistical physics and applied to ultra-
sound for narrowband signals by Atkinson [2] and by Mo and
Cobbold [9]. The result, presented here, differs from (2] and
[9] due to the use of a signal with significant fractional band-
width and a model that includes the movement of the sample
volume.

The result for the complex autocorrelation is a triple integral
over the beam coordinates of the product of terms involving the
lateral beam sensitivity, the Doppler shift, and the deterministic
signal envelope. The expression for the autocorrelation is

We now discuss a few additional simplifications and establish
our notation. The notation is summarized in the Nomenclature
section.

The model for the deterministic envelope of the returned sig-
nal allows for the effect of frequency dependent attenuation and
the frequency dependence of the scattering function on the com-
plex envelope by modelling these effects using the linear filter
h~.,(t, z). This model has been derived for narrowband signals
by Holland in [II], and for wideband signals in [10]. First, letf' 

(t) represent the complex envelope of the transmitted signal,
filtered by the impulse response of the transducer on transmis-
sion and reception. Then, the deterministic, filtered complex
envelope received from a depth z is represented by s' (t -

2z/ c), where s' (t) is the result of the convolution off' (t) with
h~. ( t, z). Letting 1/1 denote the attenuation constant of the tissue,
h~.,(t, z) is the inverse Fourier transform of the quantity
{(w/2z) exp [-l/Iwzl}. We choose to normalize s'(t) such
that I Is' (t) 12 dt over infinite limits equals one, and E, repre-
sents the filtered transmitted energy.

The complete model for the received signal consists of the
sum of terms over scatterers indexed by i and pulses or periods
indexed by k. These terms are scaled by the amplitude Ai of the
signal from each scatterer, and include the lateral beam sensi-
tivity b [ri (t)] of the ith scatterer, the delayed deterministic en-
velope s', the phase of the signal from each scatterer, and the
Doppler shift.

Under the assumption of laminar flow and taking into account
the angle, a, between the vessel and the beam, we obtain the

following expression:

cd'/2+M r2r rR'

,d'/2-M 30 30

r'(t) = ~ ~ ~Aib[ri(t)]
; k rb[r(t)]b[r(u)]Rr(t, u) = 1]~'Wii7rEr

-2v( fj cos a/c}]
exp -[jav ( f) cos a (t -u)]

~ S'(t -2z/c -kT[1 + 2v( F) cos a/c]).I)]. (1)

with x = 2v( fj) COS

.S'[t -2z;/c -kT/{

.exp ~-j(J(z; + v(r;) cos a

Since 1/ {I -x} ~ I + x for x « I

a/c. we make the further approximation:

r'(t) ~ JE; l:: l:: A;b[r;(t)]
, "

~S'*(U -2z/c -IT[l + 2v(F

.cosajc])drdclodz. (3)

The first term, (1~, represents the variance of the scatterer
amplitude. The quantity W is called the packing factor and is
a measure of the correlation among scatterers. This quantity and
therefore the power in the received signal approach zero for a
uniformly dense medium at a very high volume concentration.
The notation Ii indicates the average scatterer concentration

.S'[t -2zi/c -kT.l + 2v(f;) cos a/c}.

.exp [-ju(z; + v(r;) cos a .f)]. (2)

We note that both the period of the envelope and the center
frequency of the returned signal contain infonnation about the
velocity of the target. The total received wavefonn consists of
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shows t -u = 2T.
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within a unit volume [2J, [9J. Note that it has been postulated
that these quantities change in the presence of turbulence and
may therefore represent a measure of turbulence. Due to the
transmission of a wideband signal, the potential exists to eval-
uate these parameters for small spatial volumes and thus map
any change in their magnitude across the vessel.

The term b[r(t)Jb[r(u)J represents the variation in lateral
beam sensitivity with the position of the scatterer. The next term
in the autocorrelation represents the Doppler shift. The sum over
k or I represents the sum over the individual pulses or periods.
The deterministic received pulse s' is delayed according to the
location of the moving scatterers. Therefore the received pe-
riod, given by T[l + 2v(f) cos ajcJ, changes due to the
velocity of the scatterers.

The peak of the magnitude of the correlation can be used to
estimate the velocity of the scatterers. We show this by letting
m = k -I and T = t -u -mT. Evaluating (3) for a uniform
velocity v, the integral of the received envelopes over z then
results in a waveform whose peak occurs at the lag value T =

mT[2vjc].

A. Numerical Evaluation of the Autocorrelation

The goal of this section is to develop insight into the effect
of the mean scatterer velocity and the presence of a velocity
spread target on the magnitude of the autocorrelation of the re-
ceived signal. The effect of the velocity distribution on the mean
and autocorrelation is compared with the computed statistics
from acoustic data in Part II of this paper [19]. It will be shown
that this relatively simple model that neglects turbulent flow,
accurately predicts the changes in the autocorrelation due to the
illuminated velocity distribution. The autocorrelation is evalu-
ated for two physical situations, a uniform velocity nonfluc-
tuating target and a velocity spread target.

The magnitude of the correlation is evaluated for the follow-
ing parameters: the center frequency, };" is 5 MHz, and the
envelope of the received signal, denoted s' (t), is real and rect-
angular and of 400 ns duration, with a pulse repetition period,

T, of 10-4 s. The lateral sensitivity of the sample volume is
Gaussian and centered within the vessel, using a beam-vessel
angle of zero degrees. In this evaluation, a constant number of
pulses overlap for values of t -u < 3 T due to the assumption
that P pulses are transmitted and N pulses are used in the eval-
uation of the correlation, such that P -N > 2.

The numerical evaluation of (3) using a uniform scatterer ve-
locity of 1 m/s is shown in Fig. 2. In Fig. 2, the autocorrelation
consists of a series of periodic triangular functions centered at
the integer multiples of T[ 1 + 2v I c], where v is the scatterer
velocity. In this case, the scatterer velocity of 1 m / s produces
a shift in the peak of the correlation of 130 ns.

Although not shown, the phase of the correlation is constant
for each period due to the uniform scatterer velocity. Therefore,
both the period of the autocorrelation and its phase contain in-
formation concerning the velocity, v, of the scattering medium.

As shown in Fig. 2, the magnitude of the autocorrelation at
multiples of T is reduced by the effect of scatterers leaving the
sample volume. This demonstrates the need to "track" the
scattering medium when the transmitted signal is wideband, be-
cause in such a case the autocorrelation decreases rapidly as a
function of the number of transmitted periods. In Fig. 2, the
correlation at t -u = 2T is approximately equal to 0.38. This
is a result of the' 'transit time effect," or the effect of scatterers
leaving the sample volume. The resolution of purely frequency
based procedures would therefore be extremely limited, using
this wideband transmitted signal. This again emphasizes the
spatial-velocity resolution tradeoff inherent in narrowband
"Doppler" estimation.

For comparison, Fig. 3 shows the numerical evaluation of (3)
using a laminar parabolic velocity profile with a peak velocity
of 1 mis, and an ultrasonic beam width with a standard devia-
tion of 42.5% of the radius of the vessel. The peak of the cor-
relation occurs at multiples of (T + 120 ns), corresponding to
a velocity of 0.92 m/s.

The magnitude of the correlation peak and the integral of the
correlation decrease rapidly as a function of the lag index m,
upon illumination of this velocity spread target. The periodicity
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of the magnitude of the autocorrelation is destroyed, and this
destruction depends only on the spread of the illuminated ve-
locity distribution. Since the magnitude of the autocorrelation
decreases with m, the maximum lag for which a significant cor-
relation exists also decreases. Therefore, the heuristically op-
timum estimation strategy would illuminate a small region (with
a narrow velocity distribution) and utilize a smaller number of
transmitted periods in the presence of a velocity spread target.

The likelihood function l(v) is given by Van Trees [12] for
a general target as

l(v) =
/No)

r rTf
JTi r'*(t)h'( (4)

B. Discussion of Section III

where Ti and T f are the initial and final temporal limits imposed
by a finite data window. The time varying filter h' (t, u; v) is
the solution of the integral equation

[TrNoh'(t, u; v) + J1i h'(t, g; v)R,( g, u) dg = R,(t, u). (5)

The following conclusions can be drawn from (3) and are
illustrated by the numerical evaluation of the autocorrelation.
The location of the peak of subsequent periods of the autocor-
relation is shifted by the target velocity. The scatterer velocity
can be predicted from the period of the peak of the autocorre-
lation. In addition, the magnitude of the peak and the shape of
the autocorrelation are strongly affected by the presence of a
velocity spread target within the sample volume.

Although not shown, a nonzero beam vessel angle also limits
the length of the correlated signal received from a group of scat-
terers. For a target with a uniform velocity, this limit, which
results from the transit time of the scatterers has previously been
evaluated [2], [4], [II].

This study of the autocorrelation illustrates that there is in-
formation concerning scatterer velocity in the magnitude and
phase of the correlation of the received signal. We consider now
the optimal processing of this information to determine mean
scatterer velocity and the velocity distribution.

IV. MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD VELOCITY ESTIMATION

Following a brief discussion of target estimation theory, the
wideband point MLE of the target velocity and the more com-
plex wideband range spread MLE are derived. Since the sample
volume may contain a velocity spread target, a mean velocity
and velocity spread estimator are discussed.

This equation cannot be solved in general without specifica-
tion of the transmitted signal and specific assumptions concern-
ing the velocity distribution of the scattering medium within the
sample volume.

Previous Application of Wideband Estimation to Ultrasound
and Radar: The MLE derived by Olinger [13] for ultrasonic
applications used a general wideband signal and considered the
entire temporal axis of the received waveform to be scaled by
velocity. Olinger also included lateral beam modulation within
his derivation, but excluded the range spread or velocity spread
nature of the target.

A velocity estimation structure for radar applications which
utilized the change in po&ition and frequency was also discussed
by Helstrom [14]. Helstrom considered joint maximization of
both delay and velocity. In our case we consider only the max-
imum likelihood over all possible velocities for an assumed ini-
tial position. Other studies of wideband maximum likelihood
estimation for radar systems followed Helstrom's work. Kelly
[15] and Rihaczek [16], [17] again considered the joint MLE
of velocity and range, in the case in which range, velocity, ac-
celeration, and higher order derivatives must all be estimated.
Again the processors and their performance in our case are dif-
ferent, because maximization is carried out only over the ve-

locity parameter.
The Effect of the Velocity Spread Target on the MLE: Due

to the transmission of a wideband signal, the size of the sample
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+ 2v/cJ)

where

h'(t, u; v) = ~ ~ $'(t -d -kT[

volume and therefore the range of velocity components present
is reduced. If the spread of velocity components within a spatial
volume is much less than the resolution of the estimator, the
target is considered to be underspread, and the maximum like-
lihood estimate of velocity is given by the maximum of I (v)
using the wideband point MLE or the wideband range spread
MLE. Otherwise, since the spatial mapping of the velocity
within the small sample volume cannot be exactly determined,
parameters of the velocity distribution within this volume are
estimated. The velocity distribution and its moments are esti-
mated from the likelihood function evaluated at a discrete set
of velocity values.

In Section III, the length of the correlated signal from a ve-
locity spread target was shown to be limited, thus constraining
the time interval available for each estimate. In addition, since
the target velocity also varies in the axial dimension, and the
sample volume moves with the period index, a limit must be
placed upon the number of pulses or periods used in each esti-
mate. The resulting time interval is referred to as the data win-
dow.

Forms of the MLE: The MLE for the slowly fluctuating point
target (SFPT) model discussed in Appendix A is considered due
to the simplicity of the resulting estimator. The MLE for a range
spread target is then proposed, and the performance of the two
estimators is compared in the following sections.

.exp [-jar't] s'*(u -d -IT [I + 2v/c])

.exp [javu] (8)

It is the factorization of (7) into the magnitude squared fonn
of (6) that simplifies the implementation of this estimator. A
single sum over the index k is required in (6), reducing the com-
putational requirements of this estimator.

This receiver may be implemented using a correlation re-
ceiver, or matched filter. Using the correlation receiver, a train
of pulses whose delay and center frequency are varied for each
velocity component is multiplied by the received signal. Using
the matched filter approach, two options are available. The im-
pulse response of the filter may again consist of a train of pulses
whose delay and center frequency are varied for each velocity
component. A physically simpler approach would utilize a set
of delay lines which delay the received signal from each pulse
by (P -k) T[ I + 2v / c), where k is the period index and P is
the total number of periods used in the estimate. The output of
these delay lines is followed by a simpler filter matched to the
pulse envelope and center frequency. The implementation of
this estimator is shown in Fig. 4.

Finally, we note that the estimator matches the returned sig-
nal with the complex envelope s' (t), where s' (t) represents the
filtered transmitted signal. The filter incorporates the effect of
frequency dependent attenuation, and the frequency depen-
dence of the scattering function. If an estimate of the tissue type
and depth can be made, the MLE could be adapted to reduce
these effects.

A. Wide band Point MLE

Using the SFPT model, the maximum likelihood estimate of
the axial velocity of the illuminated scatterers, denoted iJ, is the
max"l(v), where the likelihood is derived in Appendix Band

given by

r'(t) 5'*(t -d -kT[1 + 2vjc]) B. Wideband Range Spread Maximum Likelihood Estimator

Consideration of the range spread nature of the target is now
included in the derivation of the maximum likelihood estimator.
The wideband range spread MLE is derived in Appendix C and
the likelihood, I (v). which is then maximized over v is defined
in (9) and (10):

2

.exp [juvt] dt I. (6)

The data window is implemented by placing a finite limit on the

(9)rTfJT' r'*(t)a(t)h'(t -u; v)w.(t -u)r'(u)a(u) dt dul(v) =

IN"

( 10)h'(t -u; v) = fj-1

where the notation R,,[t -u -gT( I + 2vfc)]. using g = (k
-I). describes the effect of the range spread target on the de-
tenninistic signal s'. and is defined by

summation over the index k. thus limiting the number of periods
used in an estimate.

The estimator is an explicit function of velocity in the period
of the returned signal and the center frequency of the complex
envelope. Equation (6) can be rewritten in the following clas-
sical form.

+ 2v/c)]R,,(t -u -gT(

s'(t -2z/c -kT(l + 2v/c)]= rcyJ'/2+M
J"d'/2-M

r'*(t)h'(t, u; v) r'(u) dt du (7)l( v) =
s'*[u -2z/c -IT(l + 2v/c)] dz ( 11 )

-~
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(a)
Fig. 5. Implementation of the wideband range spread MLE using a matched

filter.1'(1)

(b) dimension increases for a velocity spread target. The second
moment of the likelihood can therefore be used as an estimate
of the velocity spread of the target. In addition, from the results
of Section III we note that the correlation magnitude for each t
and u, and the correlation integrated over all values of t and u,
decrease when the illuminated volume contains a velocity spread
target.

For the wideband point MLE, the expected value of I ( v) is

given by

i (c)

Fig. 4. Implementation of the wideband point MLE. (a) Correlation re-
ceive~. (b) Matched filter, matched to Ek s'*(t -d -kT( I + 2vlc]) exp
(juv~]. (c) Bank of delay lines, and filter matched to s'*(t) exp (juvt].
Simpl,fied matched filter using P pulses for an estimate, where rk (t) is the
return! from the kth pulse.

f,[r'*(t)r'(u)lh'(t. u; v) dt duo 13)

Th~ novel aspects of the receiver are contained in the filter
hl(t j -u; v). For each velocity, v, the filter has a center fre-

quen y of (lV, and a frequency envelope determined by the Fou-

rier ransform of Rs[t -u -gT(1 + 2vjc)]. This fre-
quen y envelope is multiplied by a train of frequency pulses
with a period of 271" j { T[ I + 2v j c) }. Again, both the Doppler
frequency shift and the period are determined by the velocity,
v. Note that the estimator cannot be factored into a magnitude
squared form, and therefore this estimator requires p2 compu-
tations, where P is the number of periods or pulses used in
the estimate. The implementation of this estimator is shown in
Fig. 5.

Although this estimator is derived based on the range spread
target model presented in Appendix A, the presence of axial
veloc ty variations in the true target necessitates the estimation
of th scatterer velocity at discrete points in range. This re-
quire the imposition of a temporal window along each vector,
whic is referred to as the axial window, a(t). In addition, for
the ge spread MLE the data window is implemented using
finite imits of integration and the window WI ( g).

-~

Therefore, using (13), it can be shown that the peak magni-
tude of the expected likelihood function also decreases under
these conditions. The maximum magnitude of the wideband
MLE for each spatial location can thus be used to estimate the
illumination velocity spread.

Summary: New maximum likelihood estimators for the ve-
locity of blood scatterers have been obtained for wideband pe-
riodic transmitted signals using a point and range spread target
model. The local and global accuracy of these estimators are
now evaluated using the statistical signal model.

V. LOCAL ACCURACY

The local accuracy of the wide band point MLE and wideband
range spread MLE is studied by considering the bounds on their
variance. The SFPT model discussed in Appendix A is used to
facilitate a comparison to other estimation strategies. The bound
on the variance of the wideband MLE is then evaluated for a
range spread target. In the presence of a range spread target,
the variance of the wide band point MLE will be shown to in-
crease, and the wideband range spread MLE shown to decrease
the variance in such a case. In each case the expressions pre-
sented were derived in the absence of frequency dependent at-
tenuation.

Local Accuracy and the Cramer-Rao Bound: The esti-
mator's local accuracy is evaluated under the assumptions that
the energy to noise ratio is large, and the errors are small. The
Cramer-Rao bound provides a lower bound on the accuracy of
any unbiased estimate. For a general estimator, or a general
target the Cramer-Rao bound becomes

I A ~

C. Estimation of Mean Velocity

Sin~e the velocity spread of the received signal may exceed
the re olution of the estimator, we consider estimation of the
mean elocity. In this receiver structure, the likelihood is eval-
uated for discrete axial velocity components Vj' and the mean
velocity receiver implements the ratio of the first moment of the
likelihood function divided by the zeroth moment. The estimate
of the mean velocity is defined by

var [v -v] 2: aRr(t, u)jav'
-m

1-1
oh'(t, u; v)jov dt du 14)

I Vm=fVjl(Vj)![fl(Vj)]' (12)
i

Thel mean velocity receiver can be implemented using the
wideb~nd point or range spread structure with the appropriate
filters lused in each parallel path.

J 'I' = I"

The Cramer-Rao bound is proportional to the second deriv-
ative of the ambiguity function. The ambiguity function for a
slowly fluctuating point target is the expected response, in the
absence of noise, of the likelihood receiver, due to a point
source at some fixed point in the range velocity space. The ex-
pectation is taken over the entire range velocity space. In Sec-
tion VI the expected estimator output or ambiguity function is

D. Estimation of Velocity Spread

Although a detailed discussion of velocity spread estimation
is be~nd the scope of this paper, the basic concept is pre-
sented. It is shown in [I OJ that the width of the 1 ( v) in the v
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computed and plotted. The first and second derivative of the
ambiguity function can then be observed and compared to the
bound.

= IfkT

mized by a data window that is equal to the length of the co-
herent returned signal. Term two is significant only for a
returned signal of substantial fractional bandwidth, and in-
creases with the fractional bandwidth of the returned signal.

It is also important to note the presence of P (the number of
periods) in (16) and (18). For an even signal with a symmetrical
bandwidth, P combined with the signal to noise ratio (E,/ N,,),
where E, represents the received power from a single pulse.
clearly shows the signal to noise improvement that results from
the use of P pulses or periods in each estimate.

Finally, we note that for a data window that is less than the
transit time of the scatterers through the lateral beam, the vari-
ance of the wideband point MLE calculated from (15)-(19) is
unchanged by the magnitude of the velocity of the scatterer.

Comparison to the Narrowband MLE (NMLE): The narrow-
band MLE for a slowly fluctuating point target is a classical
structure derived by Van Trees [12]. For maximization over
velocity space and using a wideband transmitted signal, the
bound on the variance is given by

var [v -v] 2: {8/c2(E,/N,,)w~(f,[r] -f,[t]2)}-1 (20)

wheref,[w 8j8(ct>kV)S'*(U -d -kT -ct>kV)~~
~

s'(u -d -kT -4>kV) dul 17

r~ 2
8[(2] = P J-~ ~ U2IS'(U -d -kT -~kV)1 du 18)

J~~ f tl.
28[1] =

I_~ ~ U2S'(U -d -kT)

, s '* (u -d -k T[ I + 2v I c)) du (21 )

where p' is the number of received pulses for which the integral
of the product s'*(u -d -kTs'*(u -d -kT[ I + 2vlc])
is significant.

The denominator of the bound on the variance of the narrow-
band MLE (20) again results from the phase infon11ation in the
received signal, Using a wideband transmitted signal and the
NMLE, the maximum value of8[t2] in (21) is clearly limited
by the axial signal length s' ( , ), since the product of s' (u -d

-kT)s'*(u -d -kT[ I + 2vlc]) equals zero after a num-
ber of periods which depends on the scatterer's velocity. The
value of 8 [t 2] in (21) is therefore significantly decreased by
the stationary sample volume, and the bound on the variance is
much larger. In order to achieve comparable perfon11ance with
the narrowband estimator, s' ( ) must be lengthened and thus a
narrowband signal must be transmitted, thereby degrading spa-
tial resolution.

The value of 8 [,2] in (21) also clearly depends on the mag-
nitude of the velocity of the scatterer. Therefore the axial signal
length required to maximize 8 [,2] depends on the velocity of
the scatterer and cannot be maximized for all regions of scat-
terers. In addition, using a wideband transmitted signal and the
NMLE, the variance of the narrowband estimator increases as
the velocity of the scatterer increases.

Using (15) and (20), the standard deviation of the narrow-
band and wideband point maximum likelihood estimators is
plotted versus scatterer velocity in Fig. 6, for a transmitted pulse
train consisting of 16 pulses, with a center frequency of 5 MHz,
a 50% fractional bandwidth, a pulse repetition period of 100 us
and EriNa equal to I.

Generalized Comparison: It is shown in this section that (15)
unifies previous results for Doppler frequency estimation and
time shift correlation. As discussed above, the first ten11 in de-
nominator of (15) results from the effect of velocity on the fre-
quency of the returned signal and corresponds to the
denominator of (20). The second ten11 is proportional to the
squared bandwidth of the signal, non11alized within (16) by a
measure of the squared signal duration, and results from the

L (19)

The denominator of (15) contains the sum of two terms. The
first term, W~[f,(t2) -f,(t)2], results from the phase infor-
mation in the received signal, and the second term, f,(W2) -

f, (}I-' )2, results from estimation of the delay of the received sig-
nal. We now consider the choice of conditions which minimize
the bound in (15). Maximization of the first term in the denom-
inator of (15) requires maximization of the f, [t2]. Due to the
use of the SFPT model. the effect of the transit time of the scat-
terers through the lateral beam. or of a velocity spread target
within the sample volume is not explicitly shown in (18). It is
shown in [10] that these factors limit the length of the coherent
signal from a group of scatterers. and therefore determine the
maximum value of the f, [t 2]. The variance bound is therefore
minimized by the choice of a data window (determined by the
number of periods used per estimate) that maximizes the f, [t 2].
Using the wideband MLE strategy. that data window can equal
the length of the coherent signal from each group of scatterers.
Extending the data window beyond the coherent signal length
would decrease the signal to noise ratio without improving the
performance of the estimator. This suggests that additional es-
timates which can then be made using subsequent data windows
should be averaged using a total duration that is less than the
period of stationarity of the cardiac dynamics. Therefore. the
selection of the optimal data window for a group of scatterers
is ctitical to the quality of the estimate, From term one in the
denominator of (15). we also observe that the variance can be
decreased by an increase in the center frequency of transmis-
sion.

As for term two. which results from the use of the signal
delay. it is proportional to the squared bandwidth of the signal,
normalized within (16) by a measure of the squared coherent
signal duration. This coherent signal duration is again maxi-

(I -d

.kT-~

I) I dt r
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8[t2] = .\ .\ }:: ~ U2S'*(U -d -IT -<PIV)

S'*(I -d -kT -cf>kV)

M

s'(u -2z/c -IT -<t>/v
cd/~-M

.$'(t -2z/c -kT -cPkV) dz du dr. (23)

The f, [w~] no longer simply represents the normalized
squared bandwidth of the signal. Instead it represents the nor-
malized squared bandwidth of the signal $ convolved with it-
self. The value of the f, [".~] is therefore clearly decreased by
the range spread target. and the variance is increased.

The effect of the spread target upon the f, [t2], (23), depends
upon the pulse train length and on the transit time through the
lateral beam width. If the data window is much smaller than the
transit time, the f, [t~] is unchanged by the spread target. If the
data window is on the order of the transit time through the lat-
eral beam width, the f, [t~] becomes an average transit time
which considers the initial position of all scatterers passing
through the lateral beam width.

Example: As an example, a wideband Gaussian signal is used
in the evaluation of the bound on the variance using (15). With
the signal amplitude properly normalized, we find that the
f, [W2] for a range spread target, (23), is one half of the point
target value, (15), and the bound on the variance of the wide-
band point MLE increases. Regardless of the target, the bound
on the variance of the wideband point MLE remains smaller
than the narrowband MLE bound, however. This is due to the
significant difference in the f, [t 2] possible when using a wide-
band transmitted signal.

0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
Velocity (mls)

Fig. 6. Standard deviation of the wideband point MLE and narrowband
MLE as a function of the velocity of the scatterers.

effect of scatterer velocity upon the delay of the returned signal.
It can be shown, [10], that this second term has the same gen-
eral form as the denominator of the velocity variance using the
time shift correlation technique. In time shift correlation, two
pulses are used in the generation of a single estimate, and thus
the f, [W2] equals the product of the squared bandwidth and
squared pulse repetition period, and the variance of the velocity
estimate is inversely proportional to {Er/ N() [f, (W2) -

f, ( W)2 ]} [7], [10]. The use of two pulses in the generation of
a single cross correlation estimate significantly reduces the
f, [w2], as defined in (16), and therefore increases the variance
in comparison with the wideband MLE for a fixed SNR. On the
other hand, increasing the period T increases the f,[W2], but
also decreases the pulse to pulse correlation, and thus increases
the variance of the cross correlation estimate [7]. Although av-
eraging successive cross correlation estimates reduces the vari-
ance, the resulting variance is larger than the bound on the
wideband point MLE, for which an even pulse train is inversely
proportional to the Ei(IT)2, as shown by (15)-(19).

From the discussion above, it follows that in the absence of
significant frequency distortion, the bound on the variance of
the wideband MLE is smaller than the variance of an estimator
which only uses phase or delay information. This is due to use
of the maximum data window, which can be optimized for each
axial region producing the coherent summation of the maximum
number of periods, and to the sum of the two terms in the de-
nominator of (15).

C. Variance afthe Wideband Range Spread MLE with a
Range Spread Target

The wideband range spread MLE was defined by (9) and (10).
The bound on the variance of this estimator for a single velocity
component can be derived using (14) [10]. For a real, even re-
ceived envelope, letting r = t -u, and

R.:(v) = L; Erw\( g)W2( g)Rs(r -gT[l + 2v/c]), (24)

R;2 (V + 2vjc])= 2:: ErW2( g)Rs(T -gT

~ L~ 2 ErU2 [ 'J { TR; (V)}

The bound is given by,

r 1""

vaT [v -v]

ff {rR;i( v)} ]/(N" + ff {R;2( V)})" dw

,,~
2E,[ 'J {oR; (v 'av}+

=

'J { aR;~ (v),

"
ov}]j(No + 'J{R;2(V}}) dw

The first term represents the temporal spread of the autocor-
relation, and is analogous to term one in the denominator of
(15). Term two is a measure of the bandwidth of the filtered
autocorrelation and is analogous to term two in (15). In each

r= L:; S'(1 -d -kT -I1>kV
J-= k

'(t -2z/c -kT <P!v) dt d. (22
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clusions. In the examples. unless otherwise stated. a two-cycle
rectangular pulse envelope s' (1) with a center frequency of 5
MHz and a pulst: repetition period of 100 ILs are assumed.

Global Accuracy of MLE: In order to consider the global ac-
curacy. we remove the assumption that the errors are necessar-
ily small. Since the transmitted signal is often a pulse train. the
ambiguity function is assumed to have subsidiary peaks that
are non-negligible. The method used by Van Trees [12] for
evaluation of global accuracy is less useful in the presence of
subsidiary peaks. As Van Trees states. the numerical results
add little insight in the presence of multiple peaks. The ap-
proach taken in this paper is to evaluate the mainlobe and the
height of the first subsidiary peak. The width of the mainlobe
determines the velocity resolution. Because of the presence of
aliasing. the subsidiary peak leads to a significant error, and
therefore the height of this peak is discussed.

Classical Theory of Global Accuracy: Global accuracy is
considered for the wideband MLE through a discussion of the
generalized ambiguity function. The term "generalized ambi-
guity function" is intended to include wideband transmitted
signals and other factors that cannot be described by the Wood-
ward [18] or narrowband ambiguity function. In the absence of
acceleration, or higher-order temporal derivatives, the gener-
alized ambiguity function is defined [15] on the range velocity

space by

q(r,x;r',x')

tenn, the effect of the denominator is to increase the effective
bandwidth and therefore decrease the variance.

E,'aluation of the Variance of the Wideband Range Spread
MLEfor a Specific Transmitted Signal: Equation (26) has been
evaluated for a four pulse transmitted signal with a Gaussian
envelope of standard deviation 300 / J2 ns, with a pulse repe-
tition period of 100 us, and a signal to noise ratio of 20 dB. The
bound on the variance decreases by a factor of 1.8 in compari-
son with the wideband point MLE in the presence of a range

spread target.

D. Variance of the Mean Velocity Estimate

The bound on the variance of the mean velocity estimator,
which was described in (12), is now evaluated. Assuming that
the contribution of the sum Ej 1 ( Vj ) to the variance is negligi-
ble, [4], and assuming the bins to be independent, the bound
on the variance of the mean velocity estimate can then be writ-
ten as the weighted sum of individual components indexed by

j.

Var [Vm -Vm

}::;v
.,

v;;,.Var [l(vj)] 27)

Each component has the fonD

var [/(Vj)] ~ [8/C2(Er/N(.){w~[8(t2) -8(t)2]

+ [8(W2) -8(w)2]}]-I. (28)

From (27), we observe that the bound on the variance of the
mean velocity estimator increases with the width of the velocity
distribution, as was expected.

Summary: An expression for the bound on the variance of
the wideband point MLE in the presence of a point target has
been derived. This bound has been shown to be smaller than
the variance of competing strategies, but increases in the pres-
ence of a range spread target. Using the wideband range spread
MLE, the bound on the variance in the presence of a range
spread target can be reduced further. Additional improvement
can also be achieved by increasing the transmitted bandwidth
or the center frequency of transmission. When the mean veloc-
ity is estimated, the bound on the variance also depends upon
the spread of the velocity distribution of the target.

r)}Q(r,x;r',x')} (29)= 1/2 Re {exp ljw".t(r

where

S*[x(t + r' -r)]S[x'(t)]Q(r, x; r

VI. EXPECTED OUTPUT OF THE ESTIMATOR: GLOBAL
ACCURACY

.exp [jw,,(x -x')t] dt. (30)

This is the response of the likelihood function matched to
parameters r and x, due to a target with parameters r' and x',
where cr /2 represents the target range at time t = r /2, x = ( I
-2v / c) and is thus an indicator of target velocity, and S (t)
is the complex envelope of the transmitted signal. In the follow-

ingweletw'=w,,(x-x').
The "modulation function" Q is analogous to the Woodward

ambiguity function. The function simplifies to the Woodward
form if the velocity information in the complex envelope is ig-
nored. For a periodic transmitted signal, the narrowband am-
biguity function reaches a value near unity at integer multiples
of w' = 2"K /T and produces a velocity ambiguity. For a peri-
odic pulse train, it can be shown [15) that the transmission of a
wideband signal reduces the amplitude of peaks at integer mul-
tiples of w' in the generalized ambiguity function due to the
tracking of the complex envelope. Thus for wideband transmit-
ted signals the height of the subsidiary velocity peaks is signif-
icantly diminished.

Spread Ambiguity Function: In the evaluation of the wide-
band range spread MLE, the spread ambiguity function is used
which, as defined by Van Trees [12), is the expected output of
the likelihood receiver in the absence of noise. For delay-ve-
locity space the spread ambiguity function is calculated from

8(d, d', v, (3) = E[l(d, d', v, (3)} (31)

In this section, the improvement in global accuracy due to
the transmission of a signal with significant fractional band-
width and a wideband estimation strategy is discussed. First,
the classical theory of global accuracy for narrowband and wide-
band signals is reviewed. It will be shown that the use of the
wideband MLE produces a reduction in the width of the main-
lobe and in the height of velocity sidelobes. Next, the global
accuracy of the wideband point MLE will be shown to be de-
graded in the presence of a range spread target. Finally, the
performance improvement due to the wideband range spread
MLE is evaluated.

Throughout this section {3 is used to differentiate the true ax-
ial scatterer velocity from the estimated axial velocity, v. Con-
clusions are presented based upon the appropriate ambiguity
function. Examples are then presented to illustrate these con-

r'*(t)h'(t, u; v) r'(u) dt dul(d. d'. v, fJ) = liNt

32)
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where d and II are the delay and axial velocity of the receiver.
and d' and {3 are the average delay and the axial velocity of the
spread target. In Sections VI-B and VI-C the spread target am-
biguity function is evaluated for a fixed value of d that corre-
sponds to a known location in the center of a spread target (d
= d'). and plotted for all values of target velocity in a two
dimensional plot of velocity versus likelihood. The expectation
requires integration over the axial dimension.

used as the index of subsidiary peaks. The expected output is
then given by

A. Expected Output of the Wideband Point MLE with a SFPT
Target

We first consider the expected estimator output of the wide-
band point MLE, which is eval.uated in the presence of a point
target, I.ocated at the axial. position z. It will be shown in Section
VI-B that the expected output of the wideband point MLE in
the presence of a range spread target is equival.ent to the spatial.
integral. of the point target results presented in this section.
Therefore the examples presented in this section can be used to
predict the response of the estimator to targets initially I.ocated
at particul.ar axial. positions. Using the SFPT model. in Appen-
dix A, and due to the small magnitude of the vel.ocity compo-
nent, this expression can be approximated as

+ 2v/c)]

2

.s'[t -2z/c -kT(1 + 2f3/c)] dtl. (33)

where d indicates the two way travel time of the signal, and z
is the axial position of the point target.

The expression is the generalized ambiguity function de-
scribed in (29) and (30) and therefore has reduced subsidiary
velocity peaks upon transmission of a wideband periodic signal.
In addition, since the second derivative of the ambiguity func-
tion near v = f3 is inversely proportional to the Cramer-Rao
bound, conclusions can be drawn regarding the local behavior
of the ambiguity function. It was shown in Section V that the
bound on the variance of the WMLE was inversely proportional
to the data window, the transmitted signal bandwidth, and
transmitted center frequency. In addition, the bound was shown
to be independent of the velocity of the scatterer for a data win-
dow that is smaller than the length of the coherent signal. The
local behavior of the ambiguity function therefore shares these

properties.
Height of Subsidiary Velocity Peaks: In order to study the

height of the first subsidiary peak at a delay that corresponds to
the target location, we rewrite the expression for 8 {I (v)} let-
ting d = 2z/c:

s' [t -2z/ c -k T( I + 2.8/ c)]

2

s'*[t -d -kT] exp [jat(v -(3)] dtl.

Equation (36) shows that the narrowband receiver structure
is mismatched to the wideband transmitted waveform due to the
shift in the complex envelope s'. The presence of the scatterer
velocity in the delay of the complex envelope causes the inte-
gral to decrease sharply as a function of the period index k. It
can easily be shown that the mainlobe of the likelihood is there-
fore significantly increased. The performance of the narrow-

2

.Rs[2kT(v -{3)/cJI (34)

where Rs is defined by (11). The maximum clearly occurs when
v = {J. Since 1:. R. [2kT( v -(:i' )/ c] is a monotonic function
of V -{3, additional peaks occur when exp [jTu (v -(3 )] ~
exp [j2Tm] or velocities slightly less than {(3 +
27fmc/(2w"T)}, where m is a nonnegative integer which is

Since the width of R, decreases with an increase in the signal
bandwidth, (35) shows that the height of the subsidiary peaks
decreases with an increase in the signal bandwidth. In addition,
the expected estimator output in (35) clearly decreases as the
index of subsidiary peaks, m, is increased. As an illustrative
example, we evaluate (33) for a train of four Gaussian pulses
and find that the ratio of the first subsidiary peak to the main
peak equals 0.349 and 0.197 for Gaussian standard deviations
of 300 I J2 and 200 I J2 ns respectively. Using eight pulses, the
ratio decreases to 0.090 and 0.049 for the standard deviations
of 300 I J2 and 200 I J2 ns. For an acoustic velocity of 1540
m I s and a standard deviation of 300 I J2 ns, the first subsidiary
peak occurs at velocity 1.51 mis, near the approximate peak
of 1.54 m/s predicted from v = {[3 + 2'1fmcl(2w"T)}.

The conclusions drawn from (33)-(35) are now illustrated
through examples. Equation (33) was evaluated in Figs. 7 and
8 for a scatterer moving at 1 mis, with d equal to zero, and
using the rectangular transmitted pulse train discussed in the
introduction to this section. The expected value was evaluated
and plotted in three dimensions as a function of the axial posi-
tion z and axial velocity v in Fig. 7, using four transmitted
pulses, and Fig. 8, using eight pulses. Figs. 7 and 8 demon-
strate that the slope of the 8 {l( v)} near v = [3 clearly in-
creases dramatically with the total number of pulses used in an
estimate of the velocity of the scatterer. In addition, the width
of the mainlobe clearly decreases with an increase in the data
window. The performance of the wideband point MLE is in-
dependent of scatterer velocity for a data window that is less
than the length of the coherent signal returning from a group of
scatterers. The local and global accuracy would be identical for
a scatterer velocity of 0 or 1 m I s.

Figs. 7 and 8 also illustrate the reduced height of the first
subsidiary peak as compared to the central peak. The actual
height is dependent upon the data window. As the number of
pulses is increased from four to eight in Fig. 8, the height of
the subsidiary peak decreases dramatically. Regardless of the
data window, the smaller subsidiary peaks represent a signifi-
cant improvement over narrowband or fixed sample volume

strategies.
Narrowband Estimator or Stationary Sample Volume: For a

narrowband receiver, point target, and wide band transmitted
waveform the expected likelihood is given by
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Fig. 7. Expected wideband point MLE output. using four transmitted
pulses. Velocity. v. shown in m/s and axial position. z. in mm.

1.0~

'c,c,

d corresponds to the axial location of the target. Therefore, it
represents the z = 0 axis of the three dimensional plot. Fig. 10
illustrates the difference in performance using the narrowband
MLE and the wideband point MLE for an eight-pulse burst, and
a scatterer moving at I m/s. We observe that global accuracy
as defined by the width of the mainlobe and height of subsidiary
peaks improves with the wideband point MLE.

The Effect of the Center Frequency: Equation (15) showed
that the variance of the wideband point MLE can also be re-
duced by increasing the signal bandwidth or increasing the cen-
ter frequency. Fig. II shows that the use of a higher center
frequency also improves the global estimator performance, and
magnifies the differences between the narrowband and wide-
band MLE. The scatterer velocity was 0.2 mls in this case and
a thirty five pulse train with a pulse repetition period of 128 us
was used. This corresponds to the experimental conditions con-
sidered in Part Two of this paper [19]. The difference in per-
formance would be more significant with a higher scatterer
velocity.

B. Expected Output of the Wideband Point MLE with a Range
Spread Target

The perfonnance of the estimator derived under the SFPT
approximation is now considered for a range spread target,
where the model for the received signal from such a target is
presented in Appendix A. The target is only range spread but

band estimation structure can be improved only slightly by
increasing the data window, since the scatterer quickly leaves
the sample volume. In addition, the narrowband receiver per-
fonnance varies significantly with the scatterer velocity.

Evaluating (36) for subsidiary velocity peaks where v = (3 +
211"mcj(2w"T), shows that the expected output is independent
of m, and therefore the height of these peaks is approximately
equal to the main peak.

Fig. 9 shows a three-dimensional (3-D) view of the narrow-
band MLE for a scatterer moving at I m j s and a periodic trans-
mitted wavefonn consisting of eight pulses, with the delay d
equal to zero. The axial resolution is degraded in comparison
with the wideband point MLE. The z axis describes initial scat-
terer position, and it is the resolution of scatterers with different
initial positions that is degraded. In addition, a nearly full height
subsidiary velocity peak is present.

The expected receiver output is now shown in Fig. 10 as a
function of scatterer velocity. For a point target the two dimen-
sional plot is computed by assuming that the initial pulse delay
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VII. CONCLUSION

For a proposed use of a wideband transmitted signal. esti-
mation strategies have been developed to utilize the change inscatterer 

position and the change in frequency of the returnedsignal. 
The performance of these strategies was then evaluated,and 

compared to alternative estimation strategies.
The bound on the variance of the widebandMLE was shownto 
be smaller than an estimator which only uses phase or delayinformation. 

This decrease is due to use of the maximum pos-sible 
data window and depends on the sum of the two terms

resulting from the estimate of the phase and delay. The data
window can be optimized for each axial region, producing the
coherent summation of the maximum number of pulses, possi-
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Fig. II. Effect of center frequency on the expected estimator output. Velocity (mls)

Fig. 12. Comparison of the expected output of the wideband range spread
MLE. wideband point MLE and narrowband MLE.

not doubly spread, and therefore the velocity must be uniform

throughout the sample volume. Using the spread target ambi-. uit function as defined in (31) and (32), and evaluating d = .Flg. 12 sh?wS the evaluatIon of (38) m .companson wIth ~he

~ " ~e ex ected value is given by wldeband ~omt ~LE for a scatterer velocIty of 1.0 m / s usmg
p a pulse tram of eIght pulses and an SNR of 10 dB. The corre-

= r cd /2 + M
1 2:: ex .uk T v - ] lation win~ow, W2 ( g), is a~sumed to be. const~nt as a fu.nction

S{l(v)} Er Jcd/2-M k P [J ({3) ofg for thIs short pulse tram. The predtcted dIfference m res-

2 olution and variance is significant. The slope of the function for
.Rs[d -2z/c + 2kT(v -(3)/C)] ! dz. (37) {3 = vis increased in comparison with the wide band point MLE

in the presence of a range spread target. It can also be shown

Note that evaluation of this expression is equivalent to inte- that the performance of this estimator improves with an in-

grating the three dimensional ambiguity function over the axial creased data window, or increased signal bandwidth. As the
dimension. For each axial delay, d, of the signal, we then ob- data window or bandwidth increases, the slope for {3 = v in-

tain the ambiguity function for a wideband range spread target. creases, the width of the mainlobe decreases, and the height of

The integration of (37) over target positions, denoted by z, re- subsidiary peaks decreases.

duces the slope of the estimator output (decreases local accu- Height of Subsidiary Peaks: Equation (38) has been evalu-

racy) for a range spread target in comparison with a point target. ated numerically to determine the height of subsidiary peaks.

In addition, it is easily shown from (37) that the integral over The ratio of the height of the first subsidiary peak to the main

the spread target increases the height of the subsidiary velocity peak for a train of four Gaussian pulses with standard deviation

peaks in comparison with (33). The peaks remain much smaller of 300 / Ji ns and signal to noise ratio of 10 dB is given by

than those obtained using the narrowband estimator, however. 0.656. The relative height is therefore decreased using the

Using a train of four Gaussian pulses with standard deviation wideband range spread MLE in comparison with the ratio 0.791

of 300 / Ji ns, the ratio of the first subsidiary peak to the main which was obtained for the wide band point MLE in the pres-

peak is given by 0.791 for a spread target, compared with the ence of a spread target.

point target result of 0.349.

Using (37), it can again be shown that the performance can

be improved by increasing the signal bandwidth or the data win-

dow. With an increase in either parameter, the slope of the
function for v = (3 increases, and the width of the mainlobe

decreases significantly. In addition. the height of the subsidiary

peaks decreases dramatically.

C. Expected Value of Wide band Range Spread MLE with a

Range Spread Target

The expected value of the wide band range spread MLE in the

presence of a range spread target is derived in Ferrara [10],

where the range spread target model is discussed in Appendix

A. This evaluation again requires the spread ambiguity func-
tion, as described in (31) and (32). Letting d = d', r = t -u,

and using g as the difference in the transmitted pulse indices, i
the expected value is given by ~~ ~-

S{l(v)} = Er ~~~ ':f [7 w.( g)W2( g)Rs(r -gT[1 + 2{3/c]) exp [jU{3ri}

[ ':f [Er 7 W2( g)Rs(r -gT[l + 2v/c])exp [-jUV'T] 1 ].-dw. (38)

No + ':f[Er 7 W2( g)Rs(r -gT[l + 2v/c]) exp [-jC1Vr]}
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with the axial coordinate of the point target denoted by z, and
the axial velocity by {3.

Range Spread Target
If the target is approximated as a nonftuctuating range spread

target, the received signal is given by
r'(t) ~ .JE; l: A;b(r;) l: s'[t -2zilc -kT ,.

; k
{I + 2.B/c

, exp [-ja(Zi + (jt)]. (40)

The effect of target fluctuation on the autocorrelation of this
signal may be summarized by the window W2 ( g).

ApPENDIX B
WIDEBAND POINT MLE

The wideband maximum likelihood estimator is derived un-
der the SFPT model presented in Appendix A. In order to detect
the signal in the presence of noise, let us define the received
signal under assumptions H" in which the signal is present, and
H, in which the signal is absent. The received signal envelope
in the presence of noise is denoted r' ( t) and consists of a sig-
nal, r(t), plus band limited white noise, w'(t). Under the two
assumptions

(41 )

(42)

Ho: r'(t) = f(t) + w'(t)

H.: r'(t) = w'(t).

In order to find the sufficient statistic in this case, we set d,
the delay of the received signal and v, the axial velocity of the
receiver, equal to zero to simplify the algebra involved. We
expand r' (t) as a complete orthonormal set of functions with
statistically independent coefficients and choose s ' (t) as the first

orthonormal function.

bly based upon an initial evaluation of the correlation of the
received signal from this region.

Similarly, evaluation of the expected estimator output showed
that the velocity resolution, as defined by the width of the main-
lobe, was improved by the use of the wideband strategies. In
addition, the height of the subsidiary velocity peaks was shown
to be lowered using these strategies. This leads to a reduction
in velocity aliasing as compared to current narrowband strate-
gies. The significant reduction of these peaks also provides the
opportunity for a future evaluation of alternative nonperiodic
signaling schemes. Also, with this reduction, a transmitted sig-
nal with an increased center frequency can be used to produce
a further performance improvement.

Within the new proposed strategies, it has been shown that
the performance of the wideband range spread MLE is superior
to the wideband point MLE in the presence of a range spread
target. At the cost of an increase in estimator complexity, the
bound upon the variance is reduced, and the height of subsid-
iary peaks is reduced.

The use of a temporally short transmitted signal permits
higher levels of peak signal power to be used, while the use of
temporally long wideband or narrowband signals requires a re-
duction in peak transmitted power. This high peak power and
short pulse duration maximize the received energy available for
the velocity estimate of each small scattering region, and may
decrease the received clutter.

Using the wideband transmitted signal and the tracking na-
ture of the estimator, the velocity of each small region of scat-
terers can be estimated, and therefore the spatial-velocity profile
can be estimated across the vessel. The mean velocity and ve-
locity distribution for each spatial location can then be esti-
mated. This velocity distribution within each spatial volume is
estimated using the peak magnitude and width of the likelihood
function, l(v).

The use of the wideband maximum likelihood estimator pro-
vides the potential for further optimization of signal processing
for each spatial volume in several ways: deconvolution of the
transit time effect for each region of scatterers, optimization of
the data window for each individual estimate, and the averaging
of subsequent estimates over an optimal time interval.

{S'*(t)} dt

rl = 1:r'(t){s'*(t)}dt

WI = 1: w'(t)

where

H,

r( -CN(O, N,ApPENDIX A
SIMPLIFIED SIGNAL MODELS

In order to clarify the analysis, simplified versions of the
mode! for the received signal are used. The general equation for
the received signal is given by (2).

HI: '1 -CN(O, N" +t1~)

in which CN denotes the complex nonnal distribution.
The likelihood ratio for this case is then given by the follow..

mg expression:

P'IIH,(R.!H1)

Pr.IHo(R.IHo)

[7r(2(]~ + No)]-. exp -['R,12 /(2(]~ + No)]
(45)= ,,'

l/1fNo(exp -[IRI12/(No)])

Therefore we can consider I R. 12 2: k 2 as our likelihood test
and 1 RI12 as our likelihood function. Thus the MLE for axial
velocity would be the maximum of I R. 12 over all v. Assuming
the signal s to consist of the sum of short pulses separated by a
long period T, the sufficient statistic would then be

Slowly Fluctuating Point Target Approximation (SFPT)

The slowly fluctuating point target approximation (SFPT),
which is frequently used in the derivation of radar structures,
requires several assumptions. First, the velocity must be ap-
proximately uniform within the sample volume. Second, the ef-
fect of lateral beam modulation cannot be significant, since this
also produces target fluctuation. Finally, the point target ap-
proximation requires the axial dimension of the target to be
small in comparison with the distance from the target to the
transducer. Using these approximations the received signal is
given by
r'(t) = ~ ~ A;b(r;) ~ 5'[t -2z/c -kT.{ 1 + 2(3/c}}

~

r'(r) s'*(r -kT) dr, (46)(39)exp [-ja(z + .8t)]
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Returning to the more general case, let v and d take nonzero'alues.where

H(w) = 'J{h'(t -u; v)}
R, = ~ r~

k J-~
r'(1) S'*(1 -d -kT[ + 2v/cl)

and

(47)

Sr(W) = 'JlEr~W2(g)eXP[-(I- U -gTp.)2/2G,,]

.exp [-juv(t -u)]2

exp [juvt] dt I. (48) Therefore H(w) = Sr(w)/(N" + Sr(w». Under these condi-
tions, the filter is given by

'J -j<1l'(t -u)]
2

+ 2v/c») /2G,.] exp

h'(t -u; v) = ',j'-1

No + ff Er}: W2( g) exp
g

-(t -u -gT( + 2vjc»)z j2G,,] exp [-jav(t -u)]

The presence of an axial velocity gradient requires imposition
of an axial window a (u). Although the preceding simplified
analysis used an infinite data window, a practical estimator re-
quires a finite window. This is implemented using finite limits
of integration and a data window WI (t -u), and therefore the
likelihood of an axial velocity. v. is given by (9).

ApPENDIX D
BOUND ON THE VARIANCE OF THE WIDEBAND POINT

MLE

It is important to note that the quantity to be estimated is the
MLE of v at each value of z. The problem is not the joint es-
timation of v and z. Following the method described in Van
Trees [II], we can calculate the bound of the variance in the
unbiased case using

ApPENDIX C
DERIVATION OF THE WIDEBAND RANGE SPREAD MLE

Using the model for a range spread target presented in Ap-
pendix A. the wideband range spread MLE is derived. If the
data window is short with respect to the true autocorrelation of
the underlying process. the function must be evaluated numer-
ically. The effect of the limited signal correlation is described
by a window. W2 ( g). over the difference in the transmitted pulse
indices. denoted by g. The filter is derived for a simplified case
in which the data window is very long and can be approximated
as an infinite interval. and the envelope of the transmitted signal
is Gaussian with variance Gr.. In this situation, the autocorre-
lation can be rewritten as

~

Rr(t, u) = }::; ErW2( g)
g=-~

2
+ 2v/c)} /2G"exp [-(t -u -gT(

exp [-juv(t -u)].

var [v -v] ~ -8(a2(c'. l(v»)jav2J}-1 (54)

where c' = I /No(Er/[Er + N,,]). Therefore we must calculate
8[a2(c' .l(v)/av2]. Using (6) for the likelihood, and defin-
ing rk(t) as the received signal from the kth transmitted pulse.
the denominator of (54) becomes

8{a2(c" l(v))jav2

(49)

where
R'

E, = (J~ 'Wii7rE, ~O rb[r]2 dr (50)
~

and 'W, (1~, and fl were defined in Section III. The autocorre-
lation is zero outside of the limits of W2 ( g). If the data window
can be approximated as infinite with respect to W2 ( g), the filter
h' (t -u; v) can be derived using the Fourier transfonn. Letting
p. = (1 + 2v / c) and rewriting (5),

No .h'[t -u; v] + J~~ h'[t -x; v]Er 7 W2( g)

= 2c' Re }::;}::; 8[rt(t)r;*(u)]
L -~ k /

.{ajaV[S'*(t -d -kT -<f>kV) exp [juvtJ]

.ajaV[S'(U -d -iT -<f>/v) exp [-juvu)]

+ s'*(t -d -kT -<f>kV) exp [juvtJ

cJlf"dv2[S'(U -d -iT -Ip/v) exp (-javu)]} dt du

(55)

.exp [

= E, ~ W2(m) exp
m

Consider the received signal to be generated by a slowly fluc-
tuating point scatterer. In order to evaluate the local perfor-
mance. we let z = cd /2 and evaluate the axial scatterer velocity
at v. Under these conditions the autocorrelation can be de-

.exp [-jav(t -u)].

This quantity can be Fourier transfonned as follows:

N"H(w) + H(w)Sr(w) = Sr(w) (52)

.exp [juvt] dr.

The likelihood I (v) is then given by
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